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Terms & Conditions 

 Families adopting a child with special needs who is not listed on our site are also welcome. Confirmation 
from your child placing agency would be required prior to accepting your application.  

 Adoptions from Ukraine require a $1000 per child Promise Trust Deposit at the time of 
application/commitment. This is returned to you with the rest of your grant funds once you have a travel 
date. These funds can not be paid as a gift by a third party. They must be paid directly by the adopting 
family.   *If a family uses an agency to adopt from Ukraine instead of an independent facilitator, this is not required. 

 Applicants must be able to pay for their own initial costs prior to commitment: home study, USCIS 
application, upfront agency fees, documentation (approx $5000).  

 Families are welcome to use whatever agency or independent facilitator they choose.   We do have 
recommended adoption partners available to serve you for all of the children currently listed on our site.  

 Any mid-adoption changes to your agency or facilitator must be disclosed to Reece’s Rainbow 
immediately and in writing.   A separate form is required for this.  Failure to do so can result in 
nullification of your application and/or retention of any funds donated on your behalf.  

 There are no faith-based restrictions on our grant funds.   

 Applicants must be actively engaged in or have an approved home study from a licensed home study 
agency.  

 Applicants must carry *private health insurance* that will cover the adopted child immediately upon 
finalization of the adoption, with no pre-existing conditions restrictions and no delay in eligibility waiting 
for a COC or SSN. Families who are members in Samaritan Ministries must have written approval from 
SMI *for that child and their specific needs* prior to a commitment.  

 As you are able, we are so grateful for any additional LOVE OFFERING you may be able to give on behalf 
of your child. This gift goes to our Voice of Hope fund. Reece’s Rainbow functions entirely on donations 
from our families, so your gift actually keeps RR operational.  

 Once you have received a travel date, we will disburse funds directly to your travel agency, child placing 
agency, etc, and any remaining funds to you personally via PayPal or check to take as cash to pay your in 
country teams and travel expenses.  

 We can provide you with a list of donor names for your FSP, but no contact information for privacy 
purposes. This is only available to the adopting family at their individual request. It can not be provided to 
any third parties.  

 You are responsible for spreading the word about your fundraising needs!  Families have had great 
success fundraising through social media, church, work, friends and family.  

 Reece’s Rainbow has no control over how much is donated to your family’s sponsorship fund, and bears 
no responsibility for fully funding any family’s adoption.  All FSP profiles enjoy equal visibility on our 
website.  Families who wish to advise Reece’s Rainbow of their needs are welcome to email or “tag” any of 
the leadership team on Facebook or Twitter, and we are happy to share on your behalf.   

 You understand that should your adoption fall through for any reason, (personal issues), any funds 
donated on behalf of your child through the FSP account will remain with the child.  For Ukraine, your 
Promise Trust deposit is non-refundable.  Your $25 application fee is non-refundable. 

http://www.reecesrainbow.org/


 In the case that your intended child becomes *unavailable* at any time during the process (adopted 
domestically, taken into foster care, adopted by a family outside of RR, or passes away), funds can be 
transferred for you to adopt another international waiting child with special needs.   

 If you choose not to pursue another adoption at that time, Reece’s Rainbow will reallocate grant funds to 
another waiting child with similar special needs. 

 Reece’s Rainbow does, in all good faith, provide the most accurate information about each child as it is 
given to us by partner adoption agencies and facilitators. We can not be held liable or accountable for any 
changes in a child’s status.  

 
Even if your child is “typically developing”, the scars of institutional life can be very difficult to overcome.   Be 
AWARE and PREPARED!   
 
You may encounter any or all of the following conditions in your child(ren): 

 severe malnutrition (rickets, other vitamin deficiencies) 

 lack of mobility or loss of mobility 

 self-injuring behaviors 

 possibly other diseases such as Hepatitis 

 LOTS of 'stimming'- rocking, scratching, spitting, teeth grinding, hitting, punching, 'droning', dislocating 
'clicking' joints, banging head, chewing/sucking on tongue 

 possible heart defects which are past the point of repair due to further damage to lungs 

 Lack of 'connection' with people and surroundings 

 little or no eye contact 

 non-verbal, grunts and groans 

 Bursts of screams for good and bad emotions 

 inappropriate response to pain (laughing often) 

 considerable difficulty expressing or processing emotions 

 additional developmental delay 

 lack of exposure to anything 

 inability to eat solid foods, often on bottle even at advanced ages, sometimes fear of food 

 may not have developed an appropriate sense of hunger vs. fullness (failure to thrive or gorging) 

 oral fixations- licking everything, putting everything into mouth 

 enlarged tonsils from lack of treatment 

 ear canals and drums packed with fluid/secretions often needing professional sedated clearing 

 possible hearing loss from untreated infections 

 unaware of how to 'play', throws everything, doesn't know what to do with toys 

 vision issues from lack of stimulation during development 

 Sensitivity to sound- may be frightened by loud sounds or seek everything that makes noise (or both!) 

 institutional autism 

 
We have read, understand, and accept the terms and conditions of grant eligibility through 
Reece’s Rainbow. 

Date: ___________________________ 

 
Signature of Mother:____________________________________________________ 

 
Signature of Father: ____________________________________________________ 


